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Pitt would shrink from no reasonable expense. In 1758 a
treaty was concluded with Frederick the Great by which, pe
,	.      - .	....        .,.-.-_	_	for the War.
in return for his maintaining in the field an army of 55,000
men, England paid to him £670,000 per year. This she did
until 1760. But the actual subsidy was only a small fraction
of the cost of the European War: whereas the national
expenditure was rather less than £10,500,000 in 1756, by
1760 it was over £19,000,000, and in 1761 of £17,000,000
spent as military expenditure, between £6,000,000 and
£7,000,000 were spent on the Continental War.1 Such was
the cost of winning America on the plains of Germany, yet
few would doubt the soundness of Pitt's policy.
The thirteen English colonies covered the eastern littoral ofhthe0siticm
plain of what is now the United States: to the west were the English
.	,	colonies and
Alleghanies, ranging from 6,000 to 8,000 feet in height,  the ambi-
These were an all but insuperable barrier to English colonial F?e?chf the
expansion  westwards.    North  of the  St.   Lawrence was
French  Canada,  the settlements of industrious colonists
which began at the very commencement of the seventeenth
century.    In the mouth of the St. Lawrence was Louisburg,
the base for all French designs on the English colonies;
and near by Acadia, which until 1713 was under French
rule,  was still mainly  French in  sentiment,   and which
the French Canadians hoped to recover.    Far to the south,
and west of Georgia, was French Louisiana commanding the
mouth of the Mississippi.   The French plan of action was
obviously to link up Canada and Louisiana, and GaJissoniere
began about 1748 to pursue this policy by fortifying the line
of the St. Lawrence.   This chain of Lake fortresses would
then be continued along the line of the Ohio, when the
communication would be complete.   Fort Frontenac was
built in 1673; Fort Niagara about 1748; Fort Le Boeuf in
1753; and Fort Duquesne in 1754.   The colonies were thus
a mere " lisiere (a narrow strip or border) to the sea, to which,
they (the French) could confine all our colonies and from
whence they may drive us whenever they please."2
1	Von Ruville, Pitt, vol. iL, pp. 217-231-391.
2	Newcastle to Albemarle, September 5, 1754-   Charteris, Cumber-
land, p. 125.    Ex Camb. Hist, of Brit, Emp., vol. L, p. 467.

